Plexins are the major cell-surface receptors for semaphorins, the largest family of axon guidance molecules. Semaphorin/ plexin signaling plays essential roles in neuronal axon guidance, cell migration, and many other processes. Plexins are transmembrane proteins containing a multi-domain extracellular region, a transmembrane helix, and an intracellular region. Binding of semaphorin to the plexin extracellular region triggers activation of the intracellular region, which transduces the signal to downstream pathways.
Semaphorins are dimeric molecules and activate plexins by inducing their dimerization. Previous structural studies have elucidated how semaphorins bind the N-terminal Sema domain of the plexin extracellular region and promote the formation of 2:2 complexes (Janssen et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Nogi et al., 2010) . Structural studies have also shown that the plexin intracellular region adopts the inactive conformation in the monomeric state and is activated by the formation of the active dimer Tong et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2013) . The structures and the roles of the multiple membrane proximal domains in the plexin extracellular region, however, remained unknown. A paper in this issue of Neuron, with Youxin Kong and Bert Janssen as the co-first authors and Jeroen Pasterkamp and Yvonne Jones as the senior authors, presents for the first time crystal structures of the fulllength extracellular region of several class A plexins (Kong et al., 2016) . These structures and the associated functional analyses solve two important puzzles in the regulation mechanisms of plexins.
The extracellular region of class A plexins contains the Sema domain as domain 1, which is followed by nine other domains. The longest portion structurally characterized previously is PlexinA2 domains 1-4. In this and other structures of the plexin/semaphorin complexes, the two plexin molecules in the 2:2 complexes are placed far away from each other (Janssen et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Nogi et al., 2010) . In contrast, the two N termini in the active dimer of the plexin intracellular region are in close proximity (Wang et al., 2013) . This discrepancy between the extracellular and intracellular dimers of plexins must be reconciled by the membrane proximal domains and the transmembrane helix. How the reconciliation is achieved remained obscure due to lack of structural information of these domains. One possibility is that the membrane proximal domains are arranged in a flexible, beads-on-a-string fashion, and only serve as a passive linker. While such a long, flexible linker makes it possible to accommodate both the extracellular and intracellular dimers, it seems to lack the ability to efficiently drive the dimerization of the intracellular region in response to semaphorin binding. Alternatively, these domains may adopt a rigid, well-defined conformation and play an active role in specifying the juxtaposition of the intracellular region in the activation process. In this case, the activation mechanism is critically dependent on the precise arrangement of the domains in the intact extracellular region.
Strikingly, all the crystal structures of the full-length extracellular regions of Plexins A1, A2, and A4 presented by the authors show a well-defined, ring-like overall shape. This conformation is confirmed by the subsequent negativestain electron microscopic (EM) analyses. The structures are in general consistent with recently published negative-stain EM analyses of the extracellular region of PlexinA1, where it was described as the ''C'' shape because the ring was not closed (Suzuki et al., 2016) . The rigidity in the structures is supported by the extensive inter-domain interactions between consecutive domains. Notably, the membrane proximal domain 10 is not part of the ring; instead, it is oriented perpendicular to the ring plane. On the cell surface, the ring may lie above and roughly parallel to the membrane plane and be connected to the transmembrane helix through domain 10. Based on the known binding mode between plexin and semaphorin, a model of 2:2 complexes between semaphorins and the full-length extracellular region of class A plexins was constructed (Figure 1 ). In this model, the curved shape allows the membrane proximal domains to connect the diverging N-terminal domains in the two plexin molecules and converge at domain 10. The close proximity between the two copies of domain 10 appears ideally suited for inducing the dimerization of the transmembrane and intracellular regions. Therefore, the ring-like conformation of the plexin extracellular region provides an elegant mechanism for the coupling between the extracellular and intracellular regions in semaphorin-triggered activation of plexin.
The second puzzle solved by this study is the autoinhibition mechanism in the plexin extracellular region. A previous study has shown that truncation of the Sema domain led to constitutive activation of plexin (Takahashi and Strittmatter, 2001) , suggesting that the Sema domain imposes some kind of autoinhibition. It has been speculated that the Sema domain folds back and makes an inhibitory intra-molecular interaction with the membrane proximal domains. The crystal structures presented in this study argue against such a mechanism. Alternatively, the Sema domain may mediate formation of an inhibitory dimer. A recent study using pulsed interleaved excitation fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy has shown that PlexinA4 exists on the cell surface predominantly as an inactive dimer, which requires the Sema domain, but not the intracellular region (Marita et al., 2015) . However, the structure of the inactive dimer and the mechanism by which it inhibits plexin activity were unknown. To this end, the authors analyzed packing interactions in their crystal structures and found a conserved and reoccurring interaction between the Sema domain from one plexin molecule and domains 4 and 5 from another molecule (Figure 1) . The authors then investigated whether this inter-molecular ''head-tostalk'' interaction underlies the inhibition of class A plexins.
Due to its asymmetric and open-ended nature, the head-to-stalk interaction can mediate not only dimerization, but also higher-order oligomerization in a daisychain fashion. In vitro biophysical experiments showed that the plexin extracellular region forms dimers and oligomers (up to tetramers) in solution, which is dependent on the head-to-stalk interface. Consecutive plexin molecules in the oligomers are related to one another by an 50 tilt. Despite this orientational difference, a simple modeling showed that the head-to-stalk dimer can be accommodated on the cell surface with some minor adjustments. However, propagation of the tilt makes it improbable to have oligomers of more than three subunits form on the cell surface. Regardless of the stoichiometry of the oligomers, the head-to-stalk interaction separates domain 10 from different plexin molecules by 100 Å (Figure 1) . This large distance is incompatible with the formation of the intracellular active dimer, providing a mechanism for preventing plexin activation in the absence of semaphorin. Obviously, this autoinhibition by separating the intracellular region is again critically dependent on the rigidity of the ring-like conformation of the extracellular region. Data from Fö rster resonance energy transfer measured by lifetime imaging microscopy experiments support that fulllength PlexinA2 forms the inhibitory dimer on the cell surface via the head-to-stalk interface without semaphorin stimulation. Semaphorin binding disrupts the inhibitory dimer of PlexinA2 and switches it to the active dimer state. Finally, the authors showed that disrupting the head-to-stalk interaction in PlexinA4 led to semaphorin-independent activity in inducing Cos7 cell collapse and neuronal growth cone collapse, suggesting that the inhibitory dimer is functionally important.
This study provides clear pictures of the membrane proximal domains of class A plexins, one of the two major missing links in plexin structures, advancing our understanding of the exquisite coupling between the extracellular and intracellular regions in both autoinhibition and activation. The other missing link is the transmembrane helix, as its structure has not been experimentally characterized. As pointed out in the study, the ring-like architecture of the extracellular region does show appreciable flexibility, which may compromise its ability to induce the intracellular active dimer. It would be interesting to investigate whether the transmembrane helix dimerizes and facilitates the coupling between the extracellular and intracellular regions. Another interesting remaining question is whether the extracellular regions in classes B, C, and D plexins play similar regulatory roles as in class A plexins. Structural analyses of the full-length extracellular regions of these plexins would be required to address this question because the sequence and domain composition of the extracellular region are quite divergent among plexins of different classes.
